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Introduction 
 
This free pdf download describes a composition assignment that I have used successfully during 
my years of teaching at Ohio University. Other teachers are welcome to download and read this 
pdf file and decide whether this assignment will work in their classes. 
 
The pdf file is divided into two main sections following this brief introduction.  
 
First is a description of the Autobiographical Essay Project. Of course, teachers can modify the 
assignment as they wish.  
 
Following that are a few examples of autobiographical essays written by students. Teachers may 
print these and use them as excellent examples for their students. One way to get good writing 
from students is to show them good work written by other students. Of course, the students own 
the copyright to what they have written. I thank them for giving me permission to use their work 
in this pfd file. 
 
I recommend letting students choose their own topics. Another way to get good writing from 
students is to have meaningful writing assignments. If a student is interested in a certain topic 
and it is meaningful to him or her, he or she is likely to write well on that topic. 
 
Teachers who are interested in this assignment should read my book William Sleator’s “Odd-
balls”: A Discussion Guide. It can be downloaded free at this Web site: 
 
 http://www.lulu.com/content/3171410  
 
Some collections of autobiographical essays written by my students at Ohio University can be 
downloaded free at this Web site: 
 
 http://stores.lulu.com/bruceb 
 
These are the titles of those collections of student-written autobiographical essays. Of course, I 
received permission from my students to use their essays in these royalty-free books. Neither I 
nor my students will ever make money from these books. 
 

Fantabulous! 
The Great American Essay 

Happiness! 
Life in America: Tales of Love and Laughter 

Love and Laughter: Stories About Growing Up 
Me, Myself, and My Family and Friends 

Outstanding! 
 

These books are collections of autobiographical essays by my students at Ohio University.  
All of these books can be downloaded free at <http://stores.lulu.com/bruceb>. 
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Autobiographical Essay Project 
 

Teacher’s Expectations 
 
What are your teacher’s expectations for the autobiographical essay? 
• You will keep up with the reading, which is interesting. In addition, you will talk in class. 
• You will start writing this autobiographical essay at least four days before it is due. 
• You will spend at least five hours on this paper. 
• You will revise this autobiographical essay at least once. 
• You will bring a good, complete, typed draft to the peer review session. 
• You will get feedback on your autobiographical essay during the peer review session. 
• You will get feedback on your autobiographical essay from at least one other person outside of 
class. 
• You will proofread this autobiographical essay at least twice. 
• You will run a spelling check on the final draft of your autobiographical essay. 

 
• One of the benefits of this assignment is that you can focus on the personal aspects of life. Yes, 
working and making money and getting good grades are important, but family and friends are 
also important. 
 

Assignment 
 
• Write an essay about your life. For example, you can a humorous story about when you were a 
child. 
• Write 800 to 2,000 words. Yes, you may write more than 2,000 words—but be sure to proof-
read carefully. A shorter, well-written, carefully proofread paper will receive a better grade than 
a longer, badly written, poorly proofread paper. 
• Double-space your autobiographical essay.  
• Make it entertaining.  
• Use dialogue.  
• Do not write an encyclopedia entry. Make it more like a short story.  
• You need not be 100 percent truthful. Feel free to make yourself better, funnier, wittier, etc., 
than you are in real life. 
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Advice for Writing an Autobiographical Essay (or Anything Else) 
 
• Rise above.  
Theater director Tyrone Guthrie advised his actors and crew to do this. The advice means to rise 
above whatever forces are working against you. All of us have personal problems. No one’s life 
is perfect. Sometimes, life seems to conspire against us. Rise above all that, and produce the best 
work you can. 
 
• Astonish me.  
Dance impresario Sergei Diaghilev advised his choreographers to do this. The advice means 
what it says. Do such good work that the person who commissioned the work—and of course the 
audience—is astonished. (Tyrone Guthrie also used this phrase.) 
 
• Do it now. 
As a young man, choreographer George Balanchine nearly died and so he believed in living his 
life day by day and not holding anything back. He would tell his dancers, “Why are you stingy 
with yourselves? Why are you holding back? What are you saving for—for another time? There 
are no other times. There is only now. Right now.” Throughout his career, including before he 
became world renowned, he worked with what he had, not complaining about wanting a bigger 
budget or better dancers. One of the pieces of advice Mr. Balanchine gave over and over was 
this: “Do it now.” 
 
• Go out and get one. 
Ruth St. Denis once taught Martha Graham an important lesson when Ms. Graham was just start-
ing to dance. Ms. St. Denis told Ms. Graham, “Show me your dance.” Ms. Graham replied, “I 
don’t have one,” and Ms. St. Denis advised, “Well, dear, go out and get one.” (Everyone needs 
an art to practice. Your art need not be dance. Perhaps your art can be writing autobiographical 
essays. Of course, you may practice more than one art.) 
 
• Work a little harder. 
“I think high self-esteem is overrated. A little low self-esteem is actually quite good—maybe 
you’re not the best, so you should work a little harder.”—Jay Leno. 
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Peer Review Sheet: Autobiographical Essay 
 
1. Exchange papers with another student. 
 
2. Read the other student’s Autobiographical Essay. 
 
3. Write down briefly your opinion of the other student’s Autobiographical Essay. Good? Bad? 
Interesting? Boring? 
 
 
 
4. Write down any questions you would like to ask after reading the Autobiographical Essay. 
Was everything clear to you? Did you understand all the terms that were used? Do you have any 
questions about what did or did not happen?  
 
 
 
5. Write down one thing that the writer did well, in your opinion. 
 
 
 
6. Write down one thing that the writer should improve, in your opinion. 
 
 
 
7. Write down any other suggestions for improvement that you have for the paper. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. Go through the Autobiographical Essay again and make any proofreading corrections that 
need to be made. 
 
9. Go over the Autobiographical Essay orally with the writer. Make any comments or sugges-
tions for improvement that you would like to make. Of course, the writer will do the same things 
with the Autobiographical Essay that you wrote. 
 
10. Give this sheet of paper to the writer, then exchange Autobiographical Essays with another 
writer and go through the process again. 
 
11. Go home and revise your Autobiographical Essay. 
 
12. Hand in your paper on time to avoid the late penalty. Also, make sure that your Autobio-
graphical Essay uses dialogue, which is a requirement of this paper. 
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A Few Rules for Writing Autobiographical Essays 
 

• The American style is to put commas and periods inside quotation marks. 
 

Ex: “Hello,” he said. “I haven’t seen you for ages.” 
 
• Set off speaker tags with a comma. Speaker tags are short phrases such as “he said” or “she re-
plied” or “David yelled” or “Sally asked.” 
 

Bill asked, “How are you?” 
Sally replied, “I am well.” 
“Hi,” she said. 
“Hello,” Brad Pitt said. 

 
• Set off direct address with a comma. Direct address occurs when someone is addressed directly 
by name or by a name. 
 

John shouted, “Bill, wait for me!” 
George said, “How are you, Sally?” 
Bill yelled, “Stay away from me, cheater!” 
 
Note: “mom” is sometimes a name, as are other words we call each other. 
“Hi, mom.”  
“Hello, son.” 
“Welcome home, dear.”  
“Back off, sis.” 
“Keep away from me, pest.” 
“How are you, granddad?” 
“Up and at ’em, girls,” my father said.  
“Hello, Billy,” dad said. 
 

• Don’t put a comma in front of a parenthesis. 
 

Wrong: Copeland could fix it, (or so he claimed). 
Right: Copeland could fix it (or so he claimed). 
Also Right: Copeland could fix it, or so he claimed. 
Also Right: Copeland could fix it—or so he claimed. 

 
• Delete throat-clearing words, especially when they are not part of dialogue. 
 

Bad: Well, the next thing that happened was …. 
Better: The next thing that happened was … 
 

• An excellent way to learn the rules for punctuating dialogue is to look at novels and autobio-
graphical short stories. For example, the following passage from Oddballs by William Sleator 
uses dialogue: 
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Things continued in this way without mishap for most of sixth grade. Then, toward 

the end of the school year, I made a fatal blunder: I invited Frank to sleep over. 
 It was going to be a great night, a Saturday. Two of our other friends were coming; 

there was plenty of space in my large attic room for sleeping bags. Vicky would be sleep-
ing at someone else’s house, so she wouldn’t be in our hair. I knew my parents would 
leave us alone—and they had said I could bring the TV up to the top floor; we could 
watch the kind of late movies they showed when kids were usually asleep. I had also just 
discovered two very lavishly illustrated new books in Mom’s medical library, which I 
knew everyone would find deeply fascinating. And since the attic was pretty well sound-
proofed, we’d be able to stay up all night if we wanted. 

 Frank was torn. He desperately wanted to come. But it was a certainty that his moth-
er would not allow him to spend the night without first checking all the details with my 
mother. So far, our mothers had never met, or even spoken on the phone, and we wanted 
to keep it that way. 

“If I ask her, she’ll call your mother up,” Frank told me miserably after school on Fri-
day. “She’ll ask her all sorts of questions, like if they’re going to keep an eye on us, and 
make us go to bed early, and stuff like that. And what if she finds out your mother isn’t 
there after school? I’ll never be able to come over again.” 

“Maybe I can get my mother to say they’ll make us go to bed early. And maybe she 
just won’t tell her how late she works,” I said, not too sure about this. But it was worth a 
try. The party wouldn’t be the same without Frank and his crazy sense of humor. And he 
was my best friend. “She wouldn’t be lying, exactly. I’ll ask her first, then call you.” 

 But as loose as Mom was, she had her limits. “Poor Frank,” she said. “I agree, his 
mother sounds like a pill. I guess I can imply that you’ll be supervised. But I can’t lie to 
her about how late I work. She’s his mother; she has a right to know the situation. Any-
way, what would someone like that do if she found out I lied to her? I dread to think.” 

“I’m not asking you to lie. Just don’t tell her. And if she asks, be vague.” 
 

Of course, you can criticize other people’s writing as well. For example, the author uses a cliché 
in the above passage: “she wouldn’t be in our hair.”  
 
• Q: Can you use “bad” words when writing this paper?  
A: Yes. (You may want to use asterisks: “Sh*t!”) 
 
• Q: Can you use words like “gonna” and “ain’t” when writing dialogue?  
A: If that is the way the characters speak, yes. 
 
• Remember to use all the normal rules of punctuation and writing well. For example, use the 
apostrophe as needed. 

 
Ex: We fell into each other’s arms. 
Ex: We saw each other on New Year’s Day. 
 

• Remember to avoid comma splices. Doublecheck your dialogue for comma splices. You may 
be able to correct a comma splice with a dash. 
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• Remember to set off parenthetical words with commas. “Though” appears occasionally in dia-
logue, and sometimes “though” is a parenthetical word. 
 
• Remember to avoid clichés. Often, clichés will appear in a first draft. The writing process con-
sists of working on a piece of writing until it is right. That includes identifying clichés and get-
ting rid of them. 
 

Example of a cliché: right off the bat. 
Example of a cliché: avoid it like the plague 

 
• Use hyphens where hyphens are needed. 
 

Correct: I was a mean eight-year-old. (“Eight-year-old” is a compound noun.) 
Correct: I was a mean eight-year-old boy. (“Eight-year-old” is an adjective that appears 
before the noun it modifies.) 
 

• Be aware that you should use “all right.” “Alright” is nonstandard. 
 

Correct: “All right, ladies,” Mom said. “It’s time to get up.” 
 
• Be aware that whether you capitalize the words “mom” and “dad” (“Mom” and “Dad”) is up to 
you. Choose one style and use it consistently. (Wrong: mom and Dad.) 
 

Correct: “All right, ladies,” Mom said. “It’s time to get up.” 
Also Correct: “All right, ladies,” mom said. “It’s time to get up.” 

 
• Remember to keep related words together. For example, the word “only” should be placed next 
to the word or words it modifies. 
 

Wrong: I only had two beers that night. 
Correct: I had only two beers that night. 

 
• Remember not to overuse punctuation. Don’t use two or three exclamation points in a row. 
Don’t put an exclamation point and a question mark in a row. 
 
 Wrong: “That’s silly!!” 
 Correct: “That’s silly!” 
 
 Wrong: “That’s silly!?” 
 Correct: “That’s silly!” 
 
• Don’t put a question mark and a period together, and don’t put an exclamation mark and a peri-
od together. 
 
 Wrong: “Is that silly?.” 
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 Correct: “Is that silly?” 
 
 Wrong: “That’s silly!.” 
 Correct: “That’s silly!” 
 
• Write out numbers one through nine. Use numbers for 10 and above. Exception: Use numbers 
for dollar amounts. 
 

Ex: Only two of us could fit at one time. Three pigs went to market. 
Ex: I spent $4 for a cup of coffee. 
Ex: Over 400 cattle stampeded. 
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Exercise: Q&A #1 
 
Answer these questions. Be witty and interesting now, and when you write your autobiographical 
essay. 
 
 1. The latest book or movie that made you cry? 
 
 
 
 2. The fictional character most like you? 
 
 
 
 3. The greatest album, ever? 
 
 
 
 4. Star Trek or Star Wars? 
 
 
 
 5. Your ideal brain food? 
 
 
 
 6. You’re proud of this accomplishment, but why? 
 
 
 
 7. You want to be remembered for...? 
 
 
 
 8. Of those who’ve come before, the most inspirational are? 
 
 
 
 9. The creative masterpiece you wish bore your signature? 
  
 
 
 10. Your hidden talents...? 
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 11. The best piece of advice you actually followed? 
 
 
 
 12. The best thing you ever bought, stole, or borrowed? 
 
 
 
 13. You feel best in Armani or Levis or...? 
 
 
 
 14. Your dinner guest at the Ritz would be? 
 
 
 
 15. Time travel: where, when and why? 
 
 
 
 16. Stress management: hit man, spa vacation or Prozac? 
 
 
 
 17. Essential to life: coffee, vodka, cigarettes, chocolate, or...? 
 
 
 
 18. Environ of choice: city or country, and where on the map? 
 
 
 
 19. What do you want to say to the leader of your country? 
 
 
 
 20. Last but certainly not least, what are you working on, now? 
 
 
 
 
Source of Questions: These questions come from the Web site <popmatters.com>.  
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Exercise: Q&A #2 
 
Answer these questions. They may give you ideas for an autobiographical essay. 
 
When were you happiest? 
 
 
What is your earliest memory? 
 
 
Which living person do you most admire, and why? 
 
 
What is the trait you most deplore in yourself? 
 
 
What is the trait you most deplore in others? 
 
 
What’s the most expensive thing you’ve bought? 
 
 
What is your most treasured possession? 
 
 
Where would you like to live? 
 
 
What would your super power be? 
 
 
What makes you depressed? 
 
 
Who would play you in the film of your life? 
 
 
What is your most unappealing habit? 
 
 
What is your favorite smell? 
 
 
What is the worst thing anyone’s said to you? 
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Cat or dog? 
 
 
What do you owe your parents? 
 
 
What or who is the greatest love of your life? 
 
 
What was the best kiss of your life? 
 
 
Have you ever said ‘I love you’ and not meant it? 

 
Which living person do you most despise, and why? 
 
 
What is the worst job you’ve done? 
 
 
What has been your biggest disappointment? 
 
 
If you could edit your past, what would you change? 
 
 
If you could go back in time, where would you go? 
 
 
When did you last cry, and why? 
 
 
How do you relax? 
 
 
What single thing would improve the quality of your life? 
 
 
What is the most important lesson life has taught you? 
 
 
Source of Questions: Q & A with Philip Glass; Interview by Rosanna Greenstreet (slightly 
edited) 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/lifeandstyle/2008/nov/29/music-philip-glass-composer 
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Q&A #3 
 
Answer the questions below. They may give you an idea to write about in your autobiographical 
essay. 
 
• On which day of your life were you the most embarrassed you have ever been? 
 
 
 
• On which day of your life did you look your cutest (or most handsome)? 
 
 
 
• On which day of your life did you feel most grateful to be alive? 
 
 
 
• On which day of your life did you learn the most important thing you have ever learned? 
 
 
 
• On which day of your life did you make a radical change for the better in your life? 
 
 
 
• On which day of your life were you at your most entertaining or wittiest or smartest or 
best? 
 
 
 
• On which day of your life did you achieve a worthwhile goal that you had long wanted to 
achieve? 
 
 
 
• On which day of your life did you do the stupidest—and funniest—thing you have ever 
done? 
 
 
 
• On which day of your life were your parents most proud of you? 
 
 
 
• On which day of your life were you most proud of yourself? 
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A Glory Moment 
 
By Grant Burkhardt (1,425 words) 
 

Reporter: “Mr. Burkhardt! Mr. Burkhardt! How’s it feel? How’s it feel to be a champi-
on?” 
 

Oakland Athletics Number Four: “Oh, man, it feels great.  There’s nothin’ quite like it.” 
 

Reporter: “What were you thinking on that last play? 
 

A’s #4: “Honestly?  I don’t even know.  There wasn’t much goin’ on up there.  I just 
knew that I wanted the ball.” 
 

Let me straighten out a few facts about the interview excerpt you just read.  First, we 

weren’t playing to be champions of the world; we were simply playing to finish on top of a Little 

League in a little baseball suburb of Pittsburgh.  But, today, that championship game still feels 

like Game 7 of the World Series.  From the outside looking in, that’s exactly what this game 

was: The Oakland Athletics against the St. Louis Cardinals.  In reality, however, these two ros-

ters weren’t filled with over-paid megastars; they consisted of (sometimes) highly talented elev-

en-year-olds playing only for eternal bragging rights.  “Number Four” was me, nicknamed 

“Clutch” for the number of game-winning plays I made that season.  The “reporter” was my best 

friend’s dad, using the neck of his celebratory beer bottle to conduct a very-fake-but-very-

awesome mock interview.  The “last play”?  That, ladies and gentlemen, is the story longing to 

be told. 

As an eleven-year-old baseball player, I peaked.  I experienced my best days as an athlete 

in many sports before or near Y2K.  Now, every time I hear Bryan Adams sing of the “Summer 

of ’69” or Bruce Springsteen rock his “Glory Days,” I think of my own.  This game.  This play.  

This moment. 
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The A’s took the field on a sweltering June afternoon as regular-season champions.  We 

were nearly unblemished, falling only once in twenty games.  Our opponent, the Cardinals, gave 

us much trouble in an early season victory at “The Park,” the site of that day’s league champion-

ship game.  The atmosphere was just as hot as the still-rising temperatures.  Everyone was excit-

ed to get the game started.  After our coaches helped us cool off with a garden-hose-to-the-spine 

shower, we raced onto the diamond and prepared for the first pitch.  Our flamethrower, a kid 

named SP, toed the rubber and heaved the ball toward home plate. 

“STRIKE!” 

“And now we go, boys!” was the message from the dugout.  Our signature chatter began, 

loud as ever, before every pitch.  

“Hey nowwww, one-five! Give it to him again!” 

 “Atta-boy, SP! Sit him down!” 

He did just that.  One, two, three.  We couldn’t have paid for a better start.   

We didn’t have any luck at the plate in the bottom half of the first, though.  Our leadoff 

man walked, but was stranded at second after three straight groundouts.  The second inning end-

ed exactly the same as the first.  The score after two: nil-nil. 

In the third, the offenses picked up some momentum.  First, the Cardinals’ best player 

crushed a high heater over the left-field fence for a solo home run and a 1-0 lead.  After the in-

ning, we got a speech from our coach: “Boys, Vegas just called and they want their money back.  

They wanna know where the offense is.  Show them why you’re the champs.” 

After another team cool-off, we went to work.  I led off by cranking a fastball into the 

gap in left center for a double.  Then, after a walk and a hard liner was caught by a very alert first 

baseman, our best hitter, Greg, stepped into the box.  He worked the count full.  Three balls, two 
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strikes.  Runners on first and second.  Then, he got his pitch.  Change-up, right down Broadway.  

I took off at the sound of aluminum striking leather, so I didn’t see the ball hit the fence, but that 

didn’t matter.   I scored, and so did the runner on first.  The real drama came after the second run 

touched home.  The Cardinals defense missed its mark trying to catch Greg at third base, so 

while they were busy tracking down the ball, he was frantically sprinting home.  It was going to 

be a close play.  The ball got there just as he slid in… 

“SAFE!” said the blue-clad umpire. 

We celebrated the inside-the-park home run and a two-run lead, 3-1.  But this game was 

far from over.  The Cardinals didn’t reach the championship game by accident.  After the excit-

ing bottom of the third, the Redbirds started to pick away at our lead, scoring once in the fourth, 

and once more in the fifth to tie the game at three while our offense sputtered. 

They had picked up some serious momentum, and we knew we were going to have to 

score in the bottom of the fifth to make sure we were at least tied going into our last at-bat.   

Our half of the fifth inning started like every other one (except for the third) up until this 

point.  The first two batters took their respective seats on the bench in order.  But then, some-

thing remarkable happened.  Out of nowhere, our bats awoke.   

The first to arise was a very unlikely source, the last batter in our order, a kid named Jo-

ey.  He found the courage to stand in against the Cardinals’ best pitcher and slap a base hit 

through the gap between first and second.  His next task: steal second base to get into scoring 

position.  If there was one thing I could say about Joey, it was that he had phenomenal speed.  He 

got the sign from the third-base coach and when the pitcher dealt to the plate, Joey took off.  The 

throw from the opposing catcher was too late and Joey succeeded again.  Now came the tough 

part—we had to drive him in. 
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The next pitch, to our leadoff hitter, was right down the middle, and he took advantage.   

Our bench leapt up and grabbed the fence while the ball soared toward the fence, struck it, and 

fell to the grass.  Joey rounded third and crossed the plate, completing our two-out rally and giv-

ing us a 4-3 lead.  That was all for the inning, however, as the next batter was too excited to 

make contact with the ball and struck out. 

We had the lead going into the last inning and all we needed was three simple outs.  I ran 

out to my position as it had been all year, third base, and prepared for the most nerve-racking 

twenty minutes of my athletic career.  Our new pitcher, Christian, walked the first two Cardinal 

batters, most likely out of nervousness, and then settled in.  He recorded two straight outs to 

move us within one batter of a championship.  I think he realized the hugeness of the moment 

because he promptly threw the ball ten feet over the catcher’s head, allowing the runners to ad-

vance to second and third.  Now, we were all shaking a bit. 

The situation: Two outs, red jerseys on second and third, and the count was worked to 

two balls and one strike.  I stood at my place near the runner at third base and waited for Chris-

tian to throw the ball.  The only words going through my mind were, “I want the ball in my 

glove.  I want the ball.  I want the ball.”  The batter, ironically the same one who crushed the 

third-inning home run, was anxiously awaiting the pitch as well.  Christian set, and delivered. 

CRRRACK! 

The sharply hit ball took a hard hop in front of the plate and barreled my way.  I pivoted 

hard to my left, engulfed the ball on its short hop, grabbed it with my right hand, and threw as 

hard as I could toward a championship.  The ball zipped through the air toward the first base-

man’s outstretched glove. 

At that moment, time simply stopped. 
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Everyone froze, just waiting to make sure that the first baseman had actually caught the 

ball.  There was a painfully long moment where there was a collectively skipped heartbeat.  No 

one moved.  No one breathed.  But he caught it. 

Exhale.  And excitement.  We celebrated on the field as we dog-piled on the pitcher’s 

mound.  The feeling was absolute jubilation.  I will never forget that moment: the moment when 

the world stopped turning as we won a championship.   

The best story inside the story is what I heard at the party afterwards.  A friend’s mom 

had taped the famous last play: the play that defined my “Glory Days.” But I still have such a 

vivid mental filmstrip of the play that I don’t plan on ever watching that video.   

The moment in my head is way too good.  
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 Hide and Seek  

By Alexa Frazee (1,579 words) 

 I spent most of my senior year of high school being grounded. If I wasn’t grounded, I was 

doing things that my parents hadn’t yet found out about that would’ve probably gotten me 

grounded.  One such occasion was when I had already gotten in trouble for breaking curfew, and 

my parents condemned me to the house for a weekend with no visitors.  Although this didn’t 

seem terribly unreasonable, I didn’t see why I should have to waste a weekend sitting in my pris-

on of a house.    

 That Saturday night, my good friend Bryan, a varsity wrestler, was having a party at his 

frat house on the Baldwin-Wallace campus.  I wasn’t about to miss it, especially since kegs were 

promised to be present.  So while my family was watching their last few television programs, I 

pouted and stomped up to my room pretending to be very disappointed at not being allowed to 

attend this party.  I immediately turned my lights off, and began to arrange my pillows so that it 

looked like I was fast asleep in my bed.  My parents were prone to coming into my room, so for 

an extra precaution I tucked my American Girl doll into the top of the sheets so that some of her 

blonde hair was sticking out of the covers on the pillow where my head was supposed to have 

been.  After I felt satisfied with my craftsmanship of the bulge beneath my sheets, I lay down on 

the floor beside my bed listening to my i-Pod and checking every so often to try to detect if any-

one was still awake.   

 After I heard the last person get into bed, I threw my purse, a party outfit, and my car 

keys out my bedroom window.  Then I crept downstairs very slowly trying not to wake anyone, 

but knowing that if I did I could always pretend I was just getting something to drink (which re-

ally wasn’t far from the truth).  Because I was still in my pajamas, there would be no reason for 
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them to suspect anything.  I crept so slowly and stepped so lightly that it took me about fifteen 

minutes to make it down the small flight of stairs.  My heart felt like it was pounding through my 

chest, and I was sure that my heavy breathing was going to wake someone up if the creaking 

steps didn’t.  Eventually, I made it all the way down without anyone waking up, and then pro-

ceeded to tippy-toe over to our laundry room, which had the quietest door and led straight to 

freedom: the outdoors.  I very carefully opened the door, and then made sure to leave it unlocked 

so that I could make my silent return early the next morning.  I picked up my clothes on the op-

posite side of the house and changed into my outfit in the shadows of my house. Then I quietly 

opened my SUV door, and put it into neutral.  Pushing it into the street by myself was quite a 

challenge because we have a relatively long driveway, but when I finally made it far enough 

away from the house to start it up, I got a huge boost of adrenaline.   

 I raced over to my friend’s frat house and found it brimming with gorgeous guys, and I 

was the only girl there for them to focus their attention on.  Because of the circumstances, I was 

able to step right up to the beer pong table without waiting in line.  Throughout the game I kept 

receiving annoying phone calls from my other guy friends who were pissed that I wasn’t hanging 

out with them instead.  Eventually I started ignoring their calls, and sent them straight to my an-

swering machine. What I didn’t realize was that I had forgotten to change my voicemail back 

since the last time my phone had gotten taken away, and I was directing anyone who wanted to 

get a hold of me to call me at home at 440-572-5917.  The perturbed boys thought that it would 

serve me right to call my parents and inform them that their sweet angelic daughter wasn’t in bed 

like she claimed. 

 Unaware, I continued running the beer pong table and beating team after team.  Appar-

ently the first call that was made to my house my parents took as a prank call, and hung up on 
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them.  The second time, they looked in my room and told the caller that they must be mistaken 

because they saw me in bed.  The boys didn’t give up, though, and told my parents to see what 

happens when they try to wake me up.  When my mom went to touch what she thought was my 

shoulder, her hand sunk into the makeshift body of pillows.  She was terrified and furious.  She 

threw down the phone and sent my father on a mission to search the Baldwin-Wallace campus 

for me, and then to bring me home using whatever means necessary.   

 An hour into his search my dad hit a dead end and had to turn around in an alleyway. Un-

fortunately for me, this alleyway led directly to the backyard I was parked in.  He drove through 

and shined the spotlight he had brought onto my Mazda Tribute.  It was unmistakable because of 

the strip of duct tape we used to tape the back window-hatch closed.  He pulled around to the 

front of the house, and sat in the driveway trying to call me to give me a chance to come out and 

save a shred of dignity.   

 I had already turned my phone off by that point so that the annoying group of boys 

couldn’t keep disrupting my night, but my dad took this as a “come and get me” attitude.  He 

marched up to the door, just as my two opponents had finished their loser lap around the house, 

naked.  They scurried into the house, with no idea who this large balding man was.  Then they 

ran laughing down into the basement, where the festivities were going on and described the man 

they had just run into.  I froze.  The man they described sounded way too familiar.  He started 

pounding on the front door.  All the guys were terrified and no one wanted to be the one who had 

to answer it.  I hid in a nearby room crouched beside a refrigerator, underneath a cabinet.  One 

guy finally mustered up the courage to answer the door (probably because all of the other guys 

were throwing him up the stairs shouting that since he lived there, he should have to do it).  The 
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boy talked to my father and then yelled down to me “Alexa, I’m sorry, your dad saw your car out 

back.  He’s threatening to call the cops. You have to leave.”   

 I waited, hoping that this was a big joke and that my dad wasn’t really at the door.  Then I 

heard his threat.  He yelled it down to the whole basement. “Alex, if you don’t get your ass up 

here right now I’m calling the police!”  I slumped out of my hiding spot and sheepishly made the 

walk of shame to daddy’s car, overcome with embarrassment and disappointment while all of the 

frat guys watched and snickered from the windows.  I waited for the yelling to start when both of 

our doors were closed.  As we drove away, I was shocked to find that he didn’t start screaming. 

He didn’t say one word actually. We just drove—in silence—until we got back to our house.  I 

solemnly got out of the car, and walked into the house like it was death row and my name had 

just been called.  My mother was waiting for me at the door, hands on hips.  She more than made 

up for my dad’s silence on the car ride home.  She sat me down and reminded me for what 

seemed like an hour how much grief I had caused her and how bad of a parent I made her feel 

like.  

 Needless to say, the weekend grounding was extended, and my phone was put back into 

hiding. I had secretly removed the SIM card while I was tucked away next to the refrigerator in 

the frat house so that I could still maintain communication, but my parents found out that later 

that night when they tried to turn the phone on and it wouldn’t activate. I had already transferred 

it into a replacement phone, which they found me texting on when they busted open my door to 

question me about it. Once again, the grounding was extended even further.  

 Fortunately for me, my parents broke before I did. By the end of senior year I had no 

more rules to abide by, and my mom had to increase her frequency to the hair salon to hide all of 

the new grays that were rearing their ugly heads. Within time the lack of rules proved to tame 
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me, because there was no one to rebel against anymore. I still did the things that I wanted to do, 

but I didn’t do them just to spite my parents; I did them for me. I learned a lot about parenting 

from all of the attempts that they made with me. I learned what works, what almost works, and 

what makes matters worse. I think my high school years were a good character-building time for 

all of us. We learned a lot, and we’re closer now because of it.  
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I’m a Big Kid Now 

By Alexa Frazee (1,163 words)  

 Ashley and I were halfway through our sophomore year of high school when we started 

to really feel the onset of rebellion. Ashley was my best friend and partner in crime. Every day 

before class she would drive her car over to my house, and we would either walk to school or 

have my dad drive us, depending on the day of the week. One day we were feeling particularly 

restless with the monotony that defined our lives, so we came up with the idea to play hooky. 

Neither of us had ever done it before, so we wanted to plan out every detail with the hopes of 

making it a successful first time.  

 We pushed our homework aside and mapped out a game plan. Ashley was going to bring 

over a six-pack of Mike’s Hard Lemonade, and we were going to stay home from school the very 

next day. It would work out perfectly because neither of us had any tests, and it was one of the 

days that both of my parents would be leaving early for work. Although we didn’t have to worry 

about my parents, we would have to wait outside for about an hour after we “left for school” so 

that my grandma, who would come over on mornings that my dad was not there, could help my 

younger brother, Carter, get to school. His classes started later than ours, and as soon as the big 

yellow bus picked him up and began to drive away, my grandmother would return home to tend 

to her own life and return to her husband. After that, it would be smooth sailing for us to relax 

and spend the day drinking and watching movies while enjoying the total lack of supervision.  

 The day had come: it was time for us to execute our well-thought-out plan. Ashley came 

over at the usual time and hid the drinks in my room until we “finished getting ready for school.” 

Then we walked outside, and casually sat on the side of my house as we dialed the necessary 

numbers to call ourselves in sick. It was quite a task not to burst out laughing, and it took at least 
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five trial runs each before we thought we had our excuses committed to memory. Once we had 

both finished and hung up our cell phones, we felt extremely relieved and started goofing off 

while waited for my grandma’s car to pull away.  

 Carter had already left for school when it started getting colder outside, and time kept 

ticking but Grandma’s car didn’t budge. We decided to give it another half hour, and if she 

didn’t leave, then we were just going to sneak back into the house anyways. Of course nothing 

ever goes as planned, so after the half hour was up, we crept into the house, only to be intercept-

ed by my grandma.  We explained to her that it was a testing day and that because we had fin-

ished early, we were allowed to go home. The kind old lady just clapped her hands together and 

shouted, “Oh, how wonderful! I’ll just leave you two girls alone then. Have a good day!” Ashley 

and I, pleased with our quick thinking, proceeded up to my room with an armful of junk food 

while trying not to burst out laughing.  

 While we were eating and reminiscing, we started to talk about all of the things that we 

wanted to do before we graduated from high school. I got out a notebook and a pen, and we 

started to write them all down. Fist on the list, and first to be crossed off was “skip school.” We 

listed it mainly as a trophy of our recent accomplishment that we wanted due credit for. Follow-

ing it, were things like “get a detention,” “go to school drunk,” “buy condoms,” “go skinny dip-

ping,” and a bunch of other silly things that rebellious teenage girls would find fascinating.  

 Since we were already able to cross one item off the list, we decided to make it a produc-

tive day and try to knock off another. We had an entire day with no supervision, so Ashley and I 

ransacked my mom’s closet, put on one of her work suits and a pair of stilettos, and stood side by 

side as we stared at our reflections in the mirror. We looked like we were trying too hard, and 

that it wasn’t working. However, after we put the finishing touches on (too much makeup, in-
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cluding some dark lipstick), we were very satisfied with the results. Then, Ashley and I, feeling 

confident that we didn’t look like silly girls playing dress-up, headed off to the local store and 

headed straight for the condom section.  

 We felt extremely nervous as we made our selection, Warming Sensations, and could feel 

multiple sets of eyes on us as we made the march of shame in Mommy’s clothes to the cash reg-

ister. Of course, we had to grab a few other things so that it would look like we had more of a 

purpose for being there. We settled on a Cosmopolitan magazine, and some more junk food 

(something every “successful business woman” needs for her lunch break). Items in hand, we 

went to the checkout counter.  We had previously decided who would have to carry the items, 

and who would have to claim them as her own to pay for. I had to do the latter of the two. After a 

few minutes of blushing and giggling as our items were rang up and bagged, we walked out the 

front door feeling victorious. It’s funny how such a simple purchase on a day off can make you 

feel that way when you’re so young. We drove back home, and were able to cross one more 

thing off our list.  

 The next day at school all of our friends were asking where we were, but we just snick-

ered and pretend-coughed and said almost simultaneously, “We were sick.” We handed in our 

fake notes and were feeling confident that we would be “feeling sick” again very soon. Halfway 

through the day I received a text from my dad saying that he got a call from the school verifying 

the note that he had allegedly written for me. He lied for me so that he could handle the matter 

himself after he got out of work. Ashley’s parents, on the other hand, were not so kind. They 

threw her under the bus, and shortly after, Ashley was called down to the office to be sentenced 

to a day of in-school suspension. 
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 Ashley was in tears and grounded indefinitely, and I had a stern talking to with a week of 

no cell phone. Just like that, our most perfect day was crushed, and it only took a couple of 

phone calls. After that, we got better at breaking the rules. And by graduation, we had crossed 

everything off of our silly little list.        
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Their Personal Lab Rat 

By Peggy Metzger (2,039 words) 

Being the youngest of the family can sometimes make people as cracked as a brick-paved 

street. With two significantly older sisters, I am no exception to this rule. My two older sisters, 

Angie and Susie, are 7 and 5 years older than me. This caused many problems, because as my 

oldest sister was going into her teenage years, I was still in grade school. However, they did find 

out that many of the things they learned at school, or on television, they didn’t need lab rats to 

test on; they had a younger sister, who as long as she got to hang out with them, was happy to do 

whatever they wanted. This got both them and me into more trouble with mom than was really 

necessary.  

As was usual when we were kids, my mother would shoo us outside every chance she got. 

We didn’t have computers or videogames to distract us from the wonderful adventures of our 

back yard, and the neighborhood. The only things that we could do then was watch the televi-

sion, with its wonderful characters including Bugs Bunny, Mickey Mouse, Tom and Jerry, and 

most of their friends. Mom always made sure that we never sat in front of the brain-sapping box 

when it was a bright sunny day. Once outside, our brains would kick into overdrive and we 

would run, or ride our bikes throughout the small neighborhood, never once wondering about 

what was going on outside of our little town. At that time I didn’t know anything about the fail-

ing economy or the problems in the Middle East with oil, and 9-11 was the number I called if 

something went wrong and mom wasn’t home. Life was simple. 

However, being a lab rat to two maniacal Einsteins does not make for a healthy life, or diet. 

While “hanging out” with my two older sisters, I have eaten a plethora of items at their insist-

ence. When I was about three, they had fun seeing what they could get me to eat just to find out 
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what it tasted like. They fed me “popcorn,” which in reality was chalk. Mom was not as amused 

as I was about the pretty pastel colors my floaters took, as I exclaimed over them in the toilet. 

My father, with his off-the-wall sense of humor, found it even more amusing when I thought I 

was going to turn into a dog, because I had eaten some of the dog’s food and his biscuits that my 

sisters, whom I looked up to with adoration, had given me. There was also the time, when I was 

a bit older, but still as enamored of my sisters as ever, that they had me eating grass.  

On one fateful summer day, though, my sisters had decided to cause even more trouble than 

usual. After hanging out with their friends, they found out that you could put a blade of grass in 

between your thumbs, and if you’d blow into the hole that forms, the grass will whistle loudly 

and rudely, sounding like a goose that is scolding its delinquent gosling. Being the cooler older 

sisters, and my personal tormentors, of course, they did it around me, but did it covertly so that I 

never saw how it was done. I followed them around and begged them to show me how it was 

done. They traded looks and fed off of each other like two comedians. 

“Look, we would tell you how to do it, but it is a secret,” Angie whispered. 

“Oh come on, I’m your sister. I won’t tell no one.” They both appeared to think rather hard 

about it. 

“Well…okay but you can’t tell anyone,” Sue responded before leaning closer. “The secret is 

you have to eat the grass.” 

I looked from one angelic face to the other. “I never saw you guys eat it! You are all big li-

ars.” I ran away going from the front yard to the back, and out of their sight. I sat and swung on 

the small swing set, while the dog ran around psychotically chasing birds, and I listened to their 

honking and laughter. My thoughts were tumbling around in my head like a gymnast during the 

Olympics. I finally made the decision: they are my big sisters, and they would never lie to me! 
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Did I mention, I was utterly devoted to them, and had short-term memory loss as a kid? I decided 

to take precautions, though, from anyone making fun of me, and ran behind the garage where no 

one could see me. I grabbed a long blade of grass and slowly and thoughtfully started to chew on 

it. To my dismay, it tasted like the smell of fresh-cut grass. I then held my hands up to my mouth 

and blew. Nothing happened. I chewed some more and actually swallowed it this time. Nothing. 

I threw the grass down and rushed inside in a temper. Later, they found out that I had tried what 

they suggested, and laughed their butts off. My mom frowned at them, and my dad just smiled 

and shook his head.  

My sisters have several other stories they love telling people about me, and about how gulli-

ble I was as a kid. But my sisters are not the only ones who tell stories about me; my grandfather 

delights in one, and Susie delights in embellishing it, especially since it was all her fault. 

To this day my sister Susie is someone that words cannot describe, though I will try as hard 

as I can. Even then, she was physically daunting at 5 foot, 11 inches, and had the build of a stur-

dy Amazonian woman. She has a halo of curly brown, shoulder-length locks that those with iron-

ing-board hair are jealous of. She has a stern face that intimidates people when she frowns, but 

many don’t know that she is one to smile, and cause others to smile, more often than frown. The 

most impressive features about her, though, are her mind and wit. She thinks faster than any per-

son I know. She thinks of good comebacks and thinks of several, as I can barely think of one. 

Her mind is like a spider web. The thoughts might all converge at one point, but they all branch 

out and connect to each other. Some might not see the connection of the topics that she brings 

into a conversation, but she can always manage that path effortlessly and ridiculously.  

Once I turned 12, I started to go with my dad when he went on weeklong trips up to his dad’s 

for fishing (and the lies that come along with such a sport). When I was 11, though, I spent a 
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couple days before dad came up with my grandparents, aunt, and uncle. Susie came up two days 

later.  

By this time, we had grown a little more out of our animosity toward each other and were 

starting to become the great friends that we are now. She did, and still continues, to pick on me, 

though. On this certain day, we were fishing; my grandpa, aunt, sister, and I were all spread out 

along 30 feet of shore. The lake sparkled as the sun reflected off its rippled surface, as a gentle 

breeze played along its face like a harp player. Our fishing had been going well, catching the 

fish, showing them to each other, and then releasing them back into the water when they were 

too small to clean and eat. We were all in high spirits after my grandfather had pulled up a snail 

on his bottom line. I was having fun fishing among the rocks, where the little fish played with the 

bait, and caused giggles to erupt from my throat, as I watched them swim up, bite the worm, then 

sprint away as I jerked up the line. 

We all watched as a line of about eight ducks went gliding past, about 40 feet out from where 

we were standing. Grandpa, furthest up shore, pointed them out as they glided past him. Sue 

leaned over next to me and I looked up at her. 

“You know, there are always fish around ducks. They follow the ducks around because their 

feathers scatter bugs as they swim.” I looked out to the ducks and then to my pole. My mind was 

cranking, scattering its layers of rust on the ground.  

I reeled in my line and watched as the ducks glided further up the shore, passing my aunt, 

then Sue, and finally me. Just as the last duck crossed in front of me, I cocked my arm, getting 

ready for the cast it was going to take to get behind that last duck 40 feet out. Right then, my 

grandpa saw my figure out of the corner of his eye and had an idea of what I was going to be do-

ing. 
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“Peggy Ann, don’t you cast behind…” it was already too late. My arm had been thrown for-

ward launching my line out. It made a beautiful arch, which then slowly started to descend. 

“…that DUCK!” he finished as there was an audible plop of my red and white bobber hitting the 

water. We all stared stupefied as the last duck turned, as if it heard the yell, and looked behind it 

in surprise, before taking advantage of the free food and ducked down grabbing the worm, and 

the hook, in its bill. I did what any great fisherman would do when they felt a tug on their line, 

and jerked the pole setting the hook.  

I don’t think the duck appreciated the hook being sunk into it, because it then tried to follow 

its buddies. I am not sure which was louder at that point, grandpa’s yelling, the duck’s quacking, 

or my sister’s hysterical laughter. I tried to reel in the duck so I could get the hook out of the 

poor thing, and it worked until the duck was halfway to the shore. The bird finally decided it 

didn’t want anything else to do with me, and tried to take off. Reeling in a swimming duck is 

quite different than a flying duck. It is so much more fun when they are flying! 

Grandpa was about to have a heart attack at this point. He got out his pocketknife and when 

the duck was as close as I could get it, which was still at least 15 feet out, he cut the line. I was of 

course upset that we couldn’t get the hook out of the poor duck, Sue was crying because she was 

laughing so hard, and grandpa was a pretty shade of red in the face. He pointed across the lake at 

a low building. He then started explaining how that structure was the game warden’s building, 

and how if we got caught, there would have been a rather large fine. We immediately packed up 

and headed home. In the car my grandfather had calmed down, but was still muttering to himself. 

My aunt was trying to calm him down, and Sue was just smiling. She turned to me in the back 

seat and chuckled.  
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“That looked like it fought pretty well,” she commented and I stopped for a second, thinking. 

Then I broke into a huge smile.  

“That was AWESOME!” That of course sets off my grandpa again, and we just laughed the 

rest of the way home. This story is always brought up on fishing trips, most of the time by Sue, 

to get me in trouble, because grandpa always goes off yelling at me again. I never got to tell any 

of them what Sue told me, and why I did it. I just comment, “It was the best fight I’ve ever had.” 

Despite my messed-up childhood, due to the pranks we played on each other, the arguments 

we got into, the several threats from mom about locking us in a closet together, and my sisters 

trying to convince me I am adopted, my sisters are now the best friends, I could ever have. I 

wouldn’t trade them for anything. Even if they do still try to convince me I am adopted. 
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“I Think I Just Peed My Pants…” 

By: Jessica Pemberton (1,008 words) 

It was my last night at home for Winter Break, and the next morning I’d be packing up all 

my stuff and moving back to Athens. So I decided to have a girl’s night with my mom, my niece, 

and my best friend from home. My niece, Trinity, was still obsessed with the new Nintendo Wii 

we got for Christmas. Since Trinity gets her way, that was on the agenda for the night. 

Trinity loves playing the Wii. She also got one at her mom’s house for Christmas. It’s 

practically all the girl does. She’s so particular about some things, like when we had to make our 

Mii characters. In real life Trinity has dark blonde hair, blue eyes, big round cheeks and glasses. 

On the Wii, she picked the skinniest face there was and gray hair in pigtails. I tried to give her 

glasses but she practically had a heart attack. What’s weird is that her mom said Trinity made her 

Mii at her house with gray hair too! 

Trinity’s favorite game is bowling! For her age she’s really good at it too, because she 

gets a lot of practice in. She’s normally willing to try other games, but the minute it gets boring 

for her she says, “Let’s just bowl now!” One time we were playing a new game her dad got her. 

It had several different little carnival games on it, but it was more difficult than it looked. Trinity 

gave up quickly and we ended up bowling, as usual.  

Trinity is only six years old and normally a six-year-old wouldn’t have as much freedom 

as she does when it comes to a video game. But she’s normally pretty good about following di-

rections, like wearing her wrist strap and taking turns. I think it’s because she likes to play so she 

behaves herself. So far we have had only one incident where she wasn’t wearing her wrist strap 

and let go of the remote. Luckily, she let go above her head and it went flying back behind her. 
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The only thing that was possibly disrupted was our sleeping dog’s dreams when the remote hit 

the poor boy right in the belly. 

 While we waited for my friend Stephanie to arrive, Trinity and I were boxing. Boxing, of 

course, was my idea because Trinity isn’t very good at it. It’s my chance to beat her and rub it in. 

That sounds bad but Trinity isn’t a sweet little girl. She’s quite the competitor. When you bowl 

with her, you can’t slack the slightest bit or the next thing you know she’s beating you. She’s al-

so cocky about it, which causes this ongoing competition on who can nag each other the most! 

Needless to say, Trinity is beyond her years and she brings out the kid in me. So our relationship 

works out perfectly. 

Once Stephanie arrived it was time to start our bowling game. In the beginning, it was an 

ordinary game. When I say ordinary, I mean my mom and Stephanie were beating me because 

I’m just not that good! And Trinity was close to beating me because she’s way too good for a 

six-year-old! 

It was my turn and I threw a nasty split for the second time in a row. For some reason the 

ball was not doing what I wanted it to. On top of that, I ended up not picking up either pin. I was 

already frustrated with myself but Trinity, being the little bully she is, had to rub it in. She told 

me, “Wow, Jess, you really do suck!” She was up next. Normally she has this little hop that she 

does as she lets go of the ball. It’s like her feet come off the ground for just a split second and it’s 

adorable! I think it’s her little signature, good luck charm! This time it was a little different. Af-

ter her signature hop, her feet slipped out from under her and she fell flat on her butt. The three 

of us watching immediately started to laugh. Trinity had this shocked look on her face, which 

was hilarious! At first, I didn’t know if she was laughing with us or crying. But she was laughing 

so hard her face was turning red.  
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It couldn’t have been more than a couple seconds later when I looked up at our ancient 

television to notice the screen had changed colors. It isn’t out of the ordinary for our TV to 

change color like that. Any stomp around the living room is bound to turn the regular screen into 

a negative-colored screen. This time was unique because it was Trinity’s butt that did it and eve-

ryone laughed even harder.  

All of a sudden, Trinity stopped laughing and looked up at my mom with an oh-my-god-

I’m-in-trouble look on her face. Then she said, “Maw Maw, I think I just peed my pants!” Steph-

anie and I looked at each other and continued to laugh. My mom got Trinity up off the floor and 

sure enough there was a dark wet stream down the inside of her legs. Normally she would’ve 

gotten in trouble for peeing her pants, but this was an out-of-the-ordinary situation! My mom 

took Trinity back to change her clothes while Stephanie and I jumped around my living room 

trying to get the TV back to normal. It’s more difficult to get the screen back to normal than it is 

to change it in the first place! 

When my mom and Trinity got back, we were ready to start our game back up. Trinity 

tried to bowl again but it wasn’t her turn anymore, it was my mom’s. Sure enough we noticed 

this little “X” in the last frame Trinity bowled. Despite slipping and falling on her butt, changing 

the color on the T.V. and peeing her pants, she had thrown a strike! The game continued and, of 

course, every time Trinity was up we warned her not to fall again!  
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Family Cooking: A Methodical Disaster 

By Josh Shaner (1,285 words) 

As a child growing up, I was afforded vast numbers of opportunities to help clean, pre-

pare, smash, cut and even sometimes cook my own food. My family likes to think of themselves 

as “underground chefs,” always making their own food with the strange experimentation you 

would see out of a college chemistry lab. Cooking with my family has made us what we are and 

contributes wholeheartedly to the relationship that we currently have. Home feasting doesn’t stop 

with just my immediate family, for all my grandparents, aunts, uncles and the like enjoy it as 

well. 

My grandmother is especially involved in the culinary arts. She is also a huge fan of food, 

and for that matter, everything else. She collects everything she ever had, from 30-year-old mail 

to magnets that must have come from the war effort back in the ’40s to old clothes used by my 

great-great grandparents coming over from the old country. One could say she is a packrat, but I 

know she just doesn’t like to waste anything that could be used later. One day my mother 

brought me over to her house for an evening dinner. She pulled the car up the long sloping 

driveway and plopped me out like I was a package about to be delivered. I was about five years 

old at the time, and there was little faith that I would make it to the front door by myself, so my 

grandmother and her dog, Misty, met me in the drive way. Misty was one dog I couldn’t stand to 

be around because she always snapped at me and was never friendly with anyone except my 

grandmother. My grandmother did love her more than anything in the world, however. On this 

day, she had a splint on her tail because my grandmother had slammed it in the car door on an 

evening trip a week prior. Mom gave me the traditional “I love you. Be good for your grand-

mother,” and sped away.  
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I knew I was going to enjoy myself because every time I came over to my grandmother’s 

house, I knew she was going to prepare a special meal for the both of us. I stared up on the coun-

ter—to my utter satisfaction—at the symbiotic pair of spaghetti pasta and tomato sauce. My 

grandmother knew that spaghetti was one of my favorite meals so I was begging her, from inside 

my head, to let me help. She happily accepted my mental request and said, “You’re a big enough 

boy now, Joshie. Go to the basement and get some supplies.” When I heard this, I was over-

joyed! I had never been tasked with anything except for a measly stir of the pan or sprinkling of 

spice. Almost instantly, I rushed down the stairs in search of supplies. Going to the basement is 

not such an easy task; I had to maneuver around old telephones, couches from the ’70s and what 

I even thought was the first time machine ever made just to get to this pantry. I finally made it in 

what seemed like hours, but that was irrelevant because I was excited to be at my destination. I 

looked up and down the pantry trying to find ingredients that I thought would work. Peanut but-

ter, mayonnaise and ketchup were all solid choices, but I ignored them and found what I had 

been requested to get: cheese and salt. I grabbed the elements of my mission and I doubled-timed 

it up to the kitchen. 

I handed my grandmother the supplies. I figured I was done doing my “cooking work” 

for the day, so I headed back to the room where my video games were waiting. I got almost to 

the door when I heard, “Joshie, where are you going? Aren’t you going to help your old grand-

mother cook?” I didn’t know what to say, I was so excited, and all that came out of my mouth 

was a high-pitched, slightly embarrassing, “YES!” I climbed up on the stepstool she had set in 

place for me and waited for my orders. “I’m going to have you do all the work today, Joshie, but 

I’ll be right here to help you along the way. Remember, everything in the kitchen is hot so 

DON’T TOUCH ANYTHING!” I was so excited that I just brushed the words she said off like 
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water hitting a plastic surface and I started doing my cooking. My grandmother turned the burner 

on so I could heat the water for the spaghetti. I’d always seen my mother do this at home, and I 

was fascinated by the red rings that glow beneath the pan. Without hesitation, she turned the con-

traption on in front of me and the red rings popped up. I broke the spaghetti and started putting it 

in the water (well before it was boiling, but I didn’t care) and began stirring rapidly. The water 

began to boil and I began to stir more, thinking the faster I stirred, the quicker it would be done 

for the next step. My grandmother was already a pace ahead of me, and she put the pasta sauce 

on next to my cauldron of noodles. Again, the red rings mysteriously came on. They looked so 

amazing! I began to wonder about them, and thought to myself, “What do they do? How do they 

work? Why are they so awesome looking?”  

I made the decision to investigate as soon as my grandmother wasn’t looking. She turned 

away, and I made the most un-knowing and brainless mistake of my life: I touched the red-hot 

ring. I had never been hit with such an intense pain! “Ouch!” I yelped, but not before I fell com-

pletely off the stepstool. The crash of me hitting the floor must have been enough to dislodge a 

hanging pan from the ceiling, and I watched it tumble towards the stove. Everything went in 

slow motion as the dropping pan came in contact with the handle of the pot containing grand-

mother’s pasta sauce. The sauce flew up at what seemed to be the speed of sound, directly in my 

grandmother’s direction. “Watch out!” I exclaimed, but to my horror, the sauce completely 

blanketed my grandmother from her head to her waistline. Obviously startled, she fell backwards 

right on top of Misty’s tail and caused Misty so much pain that she sped down the hall. In what 

seemed like hours (but was only a matter of seconds), I heard a huge crash of glass and metal hit 

the floor and as I got up off of the kitchen tile, I saw that Misty had gone completely through the 

bottom of the stormdoor. 
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“I’m a dead little boy,” I thought to myself. I looked over at my grandmother, and she 

was still sitting on the floor, in shock, covered in sauce. I didn’t know what to say—words just 

couldn’t come out. I did the only thing a rational five-year-old would do—I started crying. I 

wailed for a few minutes, and then I heard the most shocking sound I’ve ever heard: laughing. I 

turned over, and saw my grandmother laughing harder than I’ve ever seen her, almost to the 

point of crying. I immediately stopped crying and began to hysterically laugh along with her. We 

both gained our composure. She came over and picked me up, and with her tomato-encrusted 

face she said, “Joshie, that was the funniest thing I’ve seen in a long time.” After laughing some 

more, she said, “What lesson did you learn here today?” I replied with, “Well…I found an easy 

way to get rid of Misty for you.” I have never been allowed to cook at my grandmother’s house 

since. 
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You Can’t Fit Hiking Boots in a Carry-On 

By Sarah Tignor (1,678 words) 

This was it, my first trip without my mother closely chaperoning, my first plane ride, my first 

trip outside the United States, and as a fresh graduate from high school my first real-world expe-

rience. I was going to Germany for two weeks, under the loose direction of my native-born Ger-

man teacher, Herr Brode, who was referred to mainly as just Brode. His son Noah, one of my 

best friends Elyse, and TJ and Seth, two juniors in high school, would join me on the trip.  

I found out that I was able to go at the last minute, so it gave me less than three months to 

prepare for this once-in-a-lifetime trip. I had a million things running through my head: “What 

will it be like?” “Is my German good enough?” and most importantly, “What am I going to 

pack?” That’s when the first warning sign came: Herr Brode told me I was allowed to bring only 

ONE suitcase. This I could accept, I had bags large enough to fit my entire self in (believe me, I 

did it once, but that is an entirely different story). Then the second warning sign came: the suit-

case had to fit in an overhead compartment. One nineteen-inch suitcase for two weeks is nearly 

impossible for any girl, let alone me who could not pack one bag for a weekend. But for Germa-

ny, I was willing to suck it up and make an exception. 

The trip was nothing short of amazing. We spent the first week and a half touring different 

cities and castles. I loved every single second of it, even dragging my over-packed suitcase 

around. We got to ride trains everywhere and really experience what German culture was about. 

Most of the time I caught myself wishing I never had to go home. 

Then it came time for our final stop: Salzburg, Austria. Salzburg is famous for being the 

home of The Sound of Music and Mozart, and for being surrounded by the Alps. I got to spend 

three days in a place so beautiful it took your breath away. As always the six of us would sit 
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down after we got settled into our rooms and talk about what we wanted to do while we were 

there. Everyone agreed that the next day we would get up early and go for a hike on one of the 

smaller mountains that were literally across the road from our hotel.  

The Alps, even the smaller ones, are not beginner-level hiking by anyone’s standards, and 

my experience with nature was limited at best. This was my first hint that the experience might 

not turn as well as I hoped it would. But while in Germany I could not help but be excited about 

every experience I got.  

Our adventure began with showers, a quick breakfast, and Elyse and me packing our book 

bags for a hike with lip gloss, cameras, money and our trusty water bottles. It was around 8am 

when we reached the spot where another group of hikers were exiting. My second hint that this 

hike was not going to be as pleasant as it sounded in my head came shortly after we got to the 

bottom of the trail: other hikers had what I called “metal walking sticks.” Being me, I ignored the 

second hint and went on ahead like I was an experienced hiker.  

Shortly after beginning the trail, we noticed we must have taken a wrong turn because all of a 

sudden the trail ended. Since the girls were greatly outnumbered during the voting process, “we” 

decided to make our own trail. According to Noah and TJ, they were certain that this would lead 

us right back to the trail and save us time, instead of back-tracking. So as a group we started up 

this hill fighting through small trees, shrubs, and the occasional briar patch.  

The one good thing about being lost in the Austrian Alps is they do not have poison ivy in 

Europe. However, I was later informed that they do have something similar to poison ivy, only it 

is harder to spot and it causes excruciating pain and itching for fifteen to twenty minutes and 

then it’s gone. This is clearly a better alternative to the American kind. 
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Finally, we came to a clearing and once again were faced with another tough decision: go up 

the seemingly completely vertical, grass-covered mountain in front of us or turn around and go 

back. Being in a group of mostly men really left Elyse and me with only one option: go up the 

mountain. We started our ascent up the mountain but quickly realized this was not going to be 

easy as it looked. About halfway up, you could no longer climb standing straight up, and there 

were not enough trees to continuously grab a hold of. This forced us to finish the rest of the way 

to the top on our hands and knees, gripping fistfuls of grass for stability. After what seemed like 

an eternity, we reached the top, to find that the top not only did not meet up with the trail, but 

also was actually a ledge that was not even wide enough for two people to stand on beside one 

another. On either side of this ledge was a grave possibility of death, either from falling down the 

side we just came up or from falling down the other side that was covered with rocks. It was fi-

nally then that our Eagle-Scout leaders decided that it was too dangerous, mainly for Elyse and 

me, to continue mountain climbing without the trail, and that turning back was the best decision.  

The boys, minus Brode, decided to go back the way we came, while Brode, Elyse, and I 

thought the rock-covered side was a safer bet. I was definitely not prepared enough for the climb 

down, which for me consisted of holding on to a giant rock and letting my feet slide out from 

under me until they found another solid spot, and repeating the process. At one point my fool-

proof-or-so-I-thought plan failed and Herr Brode caught me by the back of my shirt as I came 

sliding past him. The boys beat us to the bottom and sure enough together we were able to make 

it back to the actual trail. 

At this time, the fun and excitement of going on my first actual hiking trip was long gone and 

I was ready to go back to the hotel, but the boys had other plans. They wanted to continue up the 
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mountain and try to make it to the midway point, and once again Elyse and I were outvoted. 

Luckily for us, the rest of the way was not quite as bad as what we had just experienced. 

The extremely narrow path did take us up the mountain, but it was still a large amount of 

work considering that on one side of the path was a ravine that I’m fairly certain would cause 

great bodily harm if you fell down it.  After many miles of listening to me complain, the boys 

finally agreed to let us take a break at the next small clearing. We got around the bend, and to our 

surprise was one of the most beautiful sights I have ever seen. A small but powerful stream of 

crystal-clear water poured down the side of the mountain and ran along the path. The tree line 

was visible and even though we were not above it, it felt as though you could see forever. The 

temperature was even starting to drop, and no one could even find the words to describe this lit-

tle, perfect piece of nature we had stumbled upon.  

We were incredibly thirsty and pushed our better judgment aside and drank from the stream. 

Honestly, after what we just went through, drinking potentially contaminated water was the least 

of our worries. The water was so cold it made our hands hurt after only a couple moments in it. It 

was at this time that everyone decided to count our blessings, cut our losses and head back down 

the mountain.  

Everyone who thinks climbing up a mountain is the harder part clearly has never spent hours 

attempting to get up it just to turn around and go back. The path was dangerous going up, but the 

narrow twists and turns seemed nearly impossible for our now weak legs to manage. At any 

moment it seemed very possible that I was going to slip and end up tumbling all the way to the 

bottom. The worse part about this whole experience was the boys were now miles ahead of us, 

leaving no one in earshot of Elyse and me had the worst-case scenario actually happened. 
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We safely returned seven hours later to our hotel rooms, covered head to toe in dirt and 

sweat, and quite frankly angry. Outside on our balcony, I looked out to the mountains that sur-

rounded us and as I banged the dirt out of my shoes I said out loud, “I hate nature.”  I heard 

laughing in the background and quickly realized Herr Brode had heard my rant about no longer 

being a nature enthusiast. Later that night, Brode informed us that tomorrow we would be giving 

another mountain a shot, but only after promising me that we could take the zip-line to the half-

way mark.  

This trip was really life changing. I learned about another country’s culture from the inside 

and just how beautiful the rest of the world was. It allowed me to learn many things about life 

and traveling: to always remember to appreciate the beauty of all things, take a lot of photo-

graphs, and never, under any circumstance, listen to your professional-mountain-climbing Ger-

man teacher when he says going on a “hike” is a good idea. Trust me on this, zip-lines are much 

more exciting, take less effort, and don’t leave you at the mercy of four boys and the Austrian 

Alps.  
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Water, Rocks, and Our Imaginations 

By Rebecca Waddell  

 “Three, two, one, go!” I shouted as I pushed my cousin with all of my might. We were doing 

what we did almost every summer day, playing in the creek that runs beside my grandparents’ 

house. But today was not an ordinary summer day. Today we were testing our newest adrena-

line-pumping scheme. I don’t know whether it was my cousin Tori’s idea or mine, but it was 

brilliant! We realized that our green plastic winter sleds didn’t need to be cooped up all summer. 

We knew that when we used them to ride down the place where the slate-bottomed creek runs 

off the hill into a large water hole, they would create the perfect waterslide.  

“Woo hoo!” Tori exclaimed as she slid down the embankment quickly approaching the drop-

off at the end of the slide. Everything seemed to be in slow motion, like those scenes from a 

movie when the final batter hits a home run to win the game or when two people see each other 

after a long period of time and begin running toward each other. It was a hold-your-breath-in-

hope-of-sweet-success kind of moment. If our latest experiment was a success and she landed in 

the water below, avoiding the large rocks, we would be elated in finding a new heart-pounding 

summer thrill. I watched from the top of the hill as she hit the drop off, went airborne, and landed 

in the pool of water below with a huge “Splash!”  

 “YES!” I screamed. Success. “Oh my gosh, I can’t believe it worked…it actually worked!” I 

excitedly babbled on as I ran down our newest form of entertainment and high-fived my sopping 

wet cousin. “Was it totally awesome?” I asked. “I mean, I’m sure that it was.” I continued to 

chatter on as I grabbed the sled from my cousin’s wet hands. “I have to try it!” 

That was the beginning of a long series of trips down our waterslide. We rode on our stom-

achs, backwards, and any other way we could think of. We even tried surfing once, which I 
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wouldn’t recommend unless you enjoy headaches and scraped knees. This slate-bottomed de-

cline behind our grandparents’ house became the ultimate source of entertainment for two skinny 

sun-kissed adventure-seeking kids.  

The waterslide was not the only thing that our long winding creek had to offer. It was full of 

tiny creatures that could be captured with just a bucket. And that is just what we did. We spent 

many days lifting up rocks searching for a crawdad that was a bit bigger than the one that we had 

caught the previous day. Being the chicken that I am, I would lift the rocks while Tori, my brave 

adventurous cousin, would catch the crawdad with her bare hands and place it into our bucket 

with all the other catches of the day. We (well, I guess I should say Tori) caught crawdads of all 

shapes and sizes. There were baby ones, which I was brave enough to hold, and huge “big papa 

crawdads,” as we liked to call them, that I would not go near, even if they were tinier than me. I 

was not taking any chances.  

At the end of our hunting excursion, we would have buckets full of crawdads and salaman-

ders to show off to our parents and grandparents. They always acted interested although I know 

they hated it when we brought our buckets into the house, because in all of our excitement we 

sloshed creek water all over the floor. My grandma, a calm and cheerful lady, always said, 

“That’s nice. Now take all of your little creatures outside and let them go. They need to go back 

to their families.” Although we never wanted to let them go, we always did. We would dump the 

bucket into the knee-deep creek and watch all of our catches disappear behind the rocks.  

Our creek was full of rocks of every shape, size, and color. My cousin and I found a great 

way to make “Indian paint” by smashing tiny colorful rocks with much larger ones to create a 

powder. When this powder was mixed with water, it made the perfect paint. We created various 
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colors by grinding different-colored rocks and mixing them together. We would paint pictures or 

write our names on large pieces of slate that we found lying along the babbling creek.  

When we got bored painting the slate, we would take turns painting each other’s faces. We 

promised each other over and over again that we “would not draw or write anything stupid” on 

one another and that the other one would get her turn at painting next. Sometimes we could bare-

ly keep our finger in line because we were laughing so hard. We made all kinds of designs that 

made us look like we were ready for battle or just spending the day at the spa.  

But the rocks weren’t always kind, and our ideas weren’t always a success. One idea that I 

later regretted came to us on a cold winter day when the creek was frozen over from the frost the 

night before. We were outside playing in the snow and decided to test the ice in the creek to see 

if it was frozen. Sure enough it was, and so we began to slide on it with our winter boots. Every-

thing was going great and we were pumped to tell our mothers about our newest adventure until 

“it” happened.  

And by “it” I mean the painful event that ruined this perfectly good time that we were hav-

ing. I tripped on my shoelace that had come untied and came crashing down on the ice. My 

mouth just so happened to hit one of the only rocks poking up through the ice like a groundhog 

in February. My mouth immediately began to bleed, and my cousin looked over in shock. She 

tried to help me up, but it was nearly impossible because of the slippery unpredictable ice. When 

we finally got inside the house, my mother was making dinner. She took one look at me and ex-

claimed, “What in the world happened to you?”  

Since I was in no shape to talk, my cousin spoke for me. “We were skating on the ice in the 

creek and Becky tripped on something and she fell and she hit her mouth on this big rock that 
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was sticking through the ice and her mouth started to bleed,” she explained. “Is she gonna be all 

right?”  

My mother reassured her, “It’s just a busted lip. I promise she will be perfectly fine,” as she 

placed a damp rag on my lips to wipe away the blood. “I know it looks bad now,” she said, “but 

when it stops bleeding it will not be so terrible.” As the bleeding came to a stop, my mother 

handed me an ice pack to place on my swollen mouth. 

“You’re lucky you didn’t knock out your teeth, Miss Rebecca Nicole!” my mother declared. I 

just looked up at her through my blood-shot puffy eyes; I had nothing to say. My day had been 

ruined. “Looks like you will be having chicken noodle soup for dinner!” my mother added. I had 

chicken noodle soup for dinner that night and for lunch the next day. My lips were so swollen 

that I looked like a platypus. Eventually the swelling went down and I was out sliding on the ice 

again. One of the advantages of my youth was that I still lacked the ability to dwell on my mis-

takes and could face each day with newfound courage. 

The creek beside my grandparents’ house provided Tori and me with many wonderful adven-

tures and memories. Whether we were sliding down our waterslide or making Indian paint, we 

were having a great time. We did not need any fancy high-tech toys—just some water, rocks, a 

bucket or sled, and our imaginations.  
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Spice to the Rescue 

By Nicholas Weiner (1,045 words) 

On Easter morning a few years ago, my mother surprised our family with a new member. 

The latest addition to our family was small in stature with soft white fur covering the majority of 

his body. His tail was pumpkin orange with a burnt orange providing the stripes and on his head 

was that same orange combination. This new and welcomed member of our family was a kitten. 

My brother Adam, who was a freshman in college at the time, took the honor of naming our kit-

ten. He decided to name our kitten after a pet pig that one of his fraternity brothers at school 

owned and therefore our new pet was dubbed “Spice.” 

At first my mother preferred Spice to be an indoor cat, but he had much different plans. 

Anytime a door would crack open, even for only a split second, Spice made his escape to the 

outdoors. Eventually we grew tired of chasing after him, so we conceded and allowed Spice the 

freedom he so desperately craved. Although we live in a relatively large neighborhood, Spice 

always managed to find his way home. As Spice grew older and larger, he began what my family 

refers to as hunting. That is to say that Spice would bring back to our yard trophies of captured 

prey that I would have to dispose of. Although that may seem grotesque, it is an important detail 

to mention because I feel it allows for a greater perspective on Spice’s courageousness and ad-

venturous demeanor.  

Spice has lived with our family for years; however, we recently adopted my sister Erin’s 

dog because she was moving and could no longer care for him. Spice and my sister’s dog, “Co-

co,” have never gotten along. Erin has owned Coco for just about as long as we have owned 

Spice, and the two pets are at each other’s throats anytime they are in the same proximity. Coco 

is a rather large dog. He is a Rottweiler and German Shepherd mix. He has dark brown fur with a 

tan underbelly and two little tan eyebrows. Coco has always been a rather sweet dog even though 
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he is large and could be a devastatingly mean dog if he preferred. However, one thing about Co-

co might lead one to believe that he is a vicious dog and that is his bark. The old expression “his 

bark is worse than his bite” could not have been truer about any dog than Coco. He would bark if 

he heard a car door shut, he would bark if he wanted out, he would bark at the television, he 

would bark at the doorbell, he would bark at other dogs, he would bark if he was hungry. He just 

loved to bark, which drove my mother crazy. An expression quite frequently uttered by my 

mother was, “Coco, shut up and go lie down!” 

One day, in our typically quiet neighborhood, we discovered a hero. My nephew Gage, 

who was about five years old at the time, was visiting us for the weekend while my sister went 

on a business trip. It must have been right around 2 p.m. on a warm summer day. The sun was 

shining bright in a clear blue sky and so my mother had decided to allow my nephew to swim in 

his small pool to cool off a bit. After frolicking for a while and splashing my mother, Gage had 

decided he had enough water wrinkles on his hands and was ready to come inside. My mother 

had left me in charge of drying Gage off and getting him into the house. For whatever reason, I 

had entered the house just prior to Gage. Perhaps I had not felt like waiting to get out of the blis-

tering hot sun while he was picking dandelions, but he could not have been more than a couple 

of steps behind me. All of a sudden Coco jumped off his couch and began barking. I could al-

ready hear it in my head when my mother said, “Coco, shut up and go lie down!” I began to walk 

towards the front door and looked out our glass storm door when I saw a small Beagle spring out 

of nowhere and confront Gage. Gage, who has a small fear of dogs, most particularly dogs for-

eign to him, began to cry, and I had just prepared myself to go out and shoo this pint-size dog 

away. At the last second, as I opened the door, I noticed Spice standing by the door with his fur 
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spiked up like that of a porcupine. I opened the storm door, and Spice sprang out like a jack out 

of the box and darted directly for the Beagle as big, burly Coco only stood there and barked. 

Spice went right up to this Beagle, which was larger than him, and swiped him across the 

nose what appeared to be fifty times. I mean Spice looked like Muhammad Ali going toe-to-toe 

with Joe Frazier the way he boxed that Beagle with his little paw. The Beagle, in sheer and utter 

terror, did the only thing he could and ran like Michael Johnson in a 100-meter race away from 

Spice. Obviously, Spice had not felt as if he had done enough as he peeled down the street after 

this poor Beagle who had decided to wander into the wrong yard at the wrong time. The course 

of these events happened in what seemed like the length of a legendary prizefight, but in actuali-

ty was only a matter of seconds. I went and picked up Gage and wiped his tears away. As I came 

into the house, my mother asked what had happened, and I began to tell her the magnificent story 

of Spice coming to the aid of Gage. 

I waited for Spice to return from his battle, which he eventually did. I picked him up and 

sat him down on my chest and we just enjoyed each other’s company on the couch for a while. I 

got him a special treat later—a can of tuna—and told him what a good cat he was. Spice still 

lives with our family to this day, and I always look forward to seeing him when I come back 

from school. 
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California Vacation 

By Raina Wolfe-Stein 

It was 2002, the summer before my senior year of high school, and I was visiting my best 

friend, Emma, in Arizona. Emma and I had met at school in 8th grade, and we soon became best 

friends because of our shared love of gymnastics, shopping, and adventure! However, a year af-

ter we’d met, Emma and her family moved away to Glendale, Arizona. Although we were then 

living almost 2,000 miles apart, we remained best friends by writing each other letters, talking on 

the phone, and visiting whenever we could. I was lucky because my dad was happy to pay for me 

to fly out to Arizona every summer, where I would spend a week or two with Emma and her 

family. I loved visiting in the summer, even though the temperatures were usually in the 110’s 

every day. Emma and I would spend hours in her pool, doing crazy tricks off the diving board 

and working on our tans. We also entertained ourselves by shopping, going to see movies, and 

sneaking out of the house at night. We always tried to get away with as much as we could. 

On this particular visit, Emma and I decided that we needed to do something bigger and bet-

ter. The plan we devised was to take a road trip and head to California for a few days. I had nev-

er been to California, and I was anxious to go to the ocean and check out some surfers! First 

Emma asked her mom if we could go, and she agreed pretty easily. I wasn’t surprised, since 

Emma’s mom was generally much more lenient than mine. Next, I had to make the phone call to 

my mom to ask permission to go on the road trip. I remember telling her, “Mom, it will be totally 

safe! You can trust us!” And of course my mom worrying, “You’ve never done a long drive like 

that. What will you do if you get lost or the car breaks down? Where are you girls planning to 

stay once you get there?” The questions continued, and I was sure that the final answer was go-

ing to be a firm “NO.” Amazingly, after some serious persuading on my part, my mom gave in! I 
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was shocked but elated, and Emma and I immediately began preparing so we could leave the 

next morning. Since her car didn’t have a CD player, we made a tape of Eminem’s latest CD, 

The Eminem Show, to listen to on the drive. We also packed our bathing suits, flip-flops, and 

beach towels, and we were ready to go! 

The next morning, Emma and I were excited to start out for California. We had decided to go 

to Huntington Beach, a town outside of Los Angeles, because it was a popular beach town, and 

also because Emma had been there once before. The drive from Glendale to Huntington Beach 

took about six hours, and we took turns driving on the way. But soon we were there! I couldn’t 

wait to see the ocean, but we also knew that we needed to find a place to stay first. We hadn’t 

reserved a hotel room, and decided instead to just find somewhere to stay when we got there. 

The first hotel we went to was too expensive, and also required that whoever was renting the 

room be 18, which neither of us was at the time. The next place we checked out was more af-

fordable, and they didn’t say anything about us not being 18. So we were in! After getting 

checked into the room, we immediately headed down to the beach.  

Over the next couple days, Emma and I had a great time exploring all that Huntington Beach 

had to offer. We visited the surfing museum, swam in the ocean, and walked up and down the 

boardwalk. We also got airbrush tattoos (because we both wanted real tattoos but couldn’t get 

them since we weren’t 18 yet) and went and saw the movie Blue Crush (a popular movie at the 

time about a group of surfer girls). Of course, the time in California flew by, but we wanted to 

make the most of our last day there. We decided to spend our last day in California at Six Flags 

Magic Mountain, and then drive straight home from there. We knew that we had a long drive 

ahead of us, but nonetheless we stayed at Six Flags almost until it closed. Instead of leaving the 

theme park when we knew we should, we decided to go on one more rollercoaster. We waited in 
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line for over two hours to go on the newest rollercoaster at the park, but it was worth the wait 

because it was an awesome ride! We didn’t realize how tired we were until we were walking to 

the car, and then we began dreading the six-hour drive that lay ahead. 

Luckily there were two of us, but since one person was usually sleeping, it didn’t really help 

whoever was driving to stay awake! Also, if you’ve ever driven from Arizona to California, you 

know that most of the drive goes through uninhabited desert. No lights. Few places to stop. 

Nothing to help keep a tired driver awake! Fortunately, neither of us fell asleep at the wheel, 

though we did stop a couple of times so we could sleep long enough to get going again. When 

we finally pulled into Emma’s driveway, it was almost five in the morning. We were so happy to 

be back, and we stumbled into the house and headed straight to bed!  

Although the drive back was not the highlight of the trip, so many other great moments hap-

pened along the way. I have returned to Huntington Beach a couple of times since that vacation, 

and I have added even more great memories of the times I’ve spent there. However, I will always 

remember the trip Emma and I took because it was my first time in California, and the first road 

trip I went on without any adults. Just being able to go on our own, two teenagers on a great ad-

venture, will always make that trip stand out. 
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Appendix A: A Selection from “William Sleator’s Oddballs: 
A Discussion Guide,” by David Bruce 

 
Note: William Sleator’s Oddballs is a collection of humorous autobiographical essays. This is an 
excellent resource for either teaching how to write humorous autobiographical essays or for 
learning to write humorous autobiographical essays on your own. What follows is a list of ques-
tions and answers that teachers can use if they decide to use Oddballs in the classroom. One ver-
sion of Oddballs can be downloaded free at this Web site: 
 
 http://www.lulu.com/content/3171410  
 
 

Games 

Note: Two William Sleators exist. One William Sleator is Billy, who grew up to write Odd-
balls; the other William Sleator is Billy’s father. From now on in this Discussion Guide, 
“William Sleator” and “Mr. Sleator” will be used to refer Billy’s father. “Billy” will be 
used to refer to Billy and to the author of Oddballs. 
 
Note: The online version of this essay is titled “Danny and Tycho.” Teachers may want 
their students to read both the printed version of the essay and the online version, then talk 
about why Billy made changes in the printed version. 
 
• What can you learn from this essay that can help you write better—including perhaps an 
autobiographical essay of your own? 
 
Anecdotes are funny and good reading. 
 
Eccentrics and nonconformists are fun to read about. 
 
Dialogue reads well when well written. 
 
Games that you played when you were a kid make a good topic to write about. 
 
Note this very good transition: 
 

On his fifth birthday Tycho very calmly and skillfully went on the toilet, as though he’d 
always done it that way. He’s been using the toilet ever since. 

Without Tycho’s messes to clean up, babysitting became a lot easier. 
 
The transition is from Tycho’s toilet training to babysitting. 
 
• What is your opinion of the opening sentence of the printed version of this essay? 
 
This is the opening sentence of the printed version of this essay: 
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The best presents our parents ever gave to my sister, Vicky, and me were our little broth-
ers. 

 
I like this opening sentence. It lets us know that this book is about family and about love.  
 
Perhaps this sentence is a little misleading. This is not a sappy family. The members of this fami-
ly love each other, but certainly they will not always get along. 
 
• The online version of the opening sentence of this essay is a little different. How is it dif-
ferent, and why do you think that Billy made that change to the opening sentence. 
 
This is the opening sentence of the online version of this essay: 
 

The best toys our parents ever gave to my sister, Vicky, and me were our little brothers. 
 
“Toys,” to me, is a more materialistic word than “presents.” Toys are physical objects such as 
balls, board games, and Frisbees.  
 
• What game about BMs do Billy and Vicky play on car trips? (What are BMs, anyway?) 
 
BMs are Bowel Movements.  
 
The way that Billy and Vicky play the game is to pretend to be Bowel Movements and to de-
scribe the passage of the BM through the intestines. 
 
Vicky pretends to be the BM of Elizabeth, the Queen of England, and she does such things as to 
describe the royal bathrooms, which are very fancy. Vicky pretends to have been an Oreo cookie 
or a Hostess cupcake that has been eaten by Queen Elizabeth. 
 
Billy had been sick from overindulgence a couple of times. Once he ate way too many pints of 
blackberries. Another time he ate way too much tzimmes, which is “a Jewish meat-and-carrot 
stew” (4). Therefore, his BM is composed of these two kinds of food, resulting in “a purple-and-
orange-striped BM” (4). 
 
• Are kids fascinated by the subject of BMs? 
 
Billy writes that the subject of BMs fascinates kids, and this seems to be true. For example, one 
very popular book for very young kids is Everyone Poops by Taro Gomi. A book review that ap-
peared in The Expositor says this: 

 
Everyone Poops by Taro Gomi is part biology textbook, part sociological treatise and all 
celebration of a very natural process. Both my daughters begged me to read the book over 
and over again. They marveled at the enormity of the elephant’s poop and searched with 
the skill of a scientist for the tiny specks which represent bug poop. The text is simple 
and straightforward but not without humor. ‘An elephant makes a big poop,’ the book be-
gins. ‘A mouse makes a tiny poop. A one-hump camel makes a one-hump poop, [a]nd a 
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two-hump camel makes a two-hump poop. Only kidding!’ The colorful illustrations are 
eye-catching and deceptively detailed. The poop of each animal species is very distinc-
tive in size, shape and color…A book which doesn’t have any preachy overtones but 
merely explains where and how each living creature poops seems to work for my two-
year-old. In fact, it’s number one on the bathroom reading list at our house. — The Ex-
positor 
 
Source: http://www.kanemiller.com/book.asp?sku=25 
Downloaded: 13 July 2008 

 
Other books for young children on this and related topics include these titles: 
 

Where’s the Poop? by Julie Markes  
 
The Truth About Poop by Susan E. Goodman  
 

The Product Description of Where’s the Poop says this: 
 

With the aid of this playful book, your child will see that he or she has a place to poop, 
too. While reinforcing the concept of toilet training, Where’s the Poop? gives children 
the confidence they need. This engaging lift-the-flap book shows children that all crea-
tures have a place to poop: tigers in the jungle, kangaroos in the outback, and monkeys in 
the rain forest. 
 
Source: http://www.amazon.com/Wheres-Poop-Julie-
Markes/dp/0060530898/ref=pd_lpo_k2_dp_k2a_2_txt?pf_rd_p=304485601&pf_rd_s=lp
o-top-stripe-
2&pf_rd_t=201&pf_rd_i=0670036749&pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_r=1MVE
FXKYCWT1FY3QNNE3 
Downloaded: 13 July 2008 

 
In Athens, Ohio, a couple of people put on a puppet show for young children. The puppets repre-
sented children with handicaps. For example, one puppet represented a child in a wheelchair. 
Part of the program was a question-and-answer period in which the children in the audience 
could ask the puppets questions. One little girl in the audience asked the puppet in the wheel-
chair, “How do you go to the bathroom?” 
 
The father of a friend of mine worked at IBM. This embarrassed his daughter, who thought of 
IBM as forming a sentence: I BM—that is, I have a Bowel Movement. 
 
• On page 4 of the published version of this essay, we read about “a Jewish meat-and-carrot 
stew” and “a purple-and-orange-striped BM.” What rule for using hyphens is being fol-
lowed in those phrases? 
 
When you put two or more words together to create an adjective that appears before the noun it 
modifies, connect the words together with hyphens. 
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• What is the reaction of the Sleator parents to the BM game? 
 
The Sleator parents are in the front seat of the car while Billy and Vicky play the BM game. 
They must hear Billy and Vicky playing the game in the back seat, but they don’t stop the game. 
Mr. and Mrs. Sleator are oddballs, just like their children, and by not stopping the game, they are 
encouraging their children to be original. 
 
• In the online version of this essay, how does another mother react when her child plays 
the BM game?  
 
In the online version of the essay, we read: 
 

Once we made the mistake of playing this game with our friend Albert when his 
mother was within earshot in the front seat. Albert began a spectacular tale about his very 
special transformation from a Matzoh ball inside the bowels of Superman. We never 
heard the end of the story, and it was years before Albert rode in the car with us again.  

 
This kind of reaction is likely to stifle imagination, unfortunately.  
 
• How can parents encourage their children to be creative? 
 
Some parents encourage their children to be creative. One child’s parents allowed him to paint 
cartoon characters on the family garage, which was located in the back yard. His parents knew 
that the neighbors would not be able to see the garage and so would not worry about their proper-
ty value being lowered.  
 
Another set of parents who were wealthy and had lots of room allowed their child to draw in a 
room set aside for that purpose. By “draw,” I mean draw on the walls. Once in a while, the par-
ents would have the room painted white so that their son would have a clear space to draw on. 
 
Parents do have to set boundaries to keep their children safe, but the boundaries need to be big 
enough to allow their children enough freedom to be creative. Unfortunately, parents can be 
overprotective. 
 
The parents of Jenna Iszauk, who was one of my students, were not overprotective, but they did 
set boundaries. When Jenna was very young, her family went on vacation where they met a 
friendly Southern woman who asked Jenna her name. Of course, Jenna answered, “Jenna,” but 
the Southern lady wanted Jenna’s full name, so Jenna answered, “Jenna Iszauk.” However, by 
full name, the Southern woman meant first name, middle name, and last name, so young Jenna 
took thought and answered with what her parents often told her, “Jenna Pleasedon’t Iszauk.” Of 
course, her real middle name was not Pleasedon’t. (It was Ariel.)1 
 

                                                
1 Source: Jenna Iszauk, “Jenna Pleasedon’t.” In David Bruce, editor, Me, Myself, and My Family and Friends, pp. 

85-89. 
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• Write about one or more examples of creativity. 
 
As a young man, Ludwig Bemelmans, author and illustrator of such children’s books as the 
Madeline series, lived in a sparsely furnished apartment. To brighten up the apartment, he paint-
ed scenic views on the window shades and pictures of elegant pieces of furniture on the walls.2 
 
New York City’s Guerrilla Girls use posters to protest art exhibits dominated by male artists. 
One poster asked, “When Racism & Sexism Are No Longer Fashionable, What Will Your Art 
Collection Be Worth?” True artists, the Guerilla Girls dress up in gorilla masks to gain publicity 
for their cause.3 
 
• How is the game Babaloo Bum played? 
 
This is a game that Billy and Vicky play with six-month-old Danny on car trips when they get 
tired of rocking him back and forth. They place him on a suitcase that rocks back and forth under 
his weight. Eventually, of course, he falls off and starts wailing. Then they play the game again. 
Of course, Danny is too young to realize the danger he is in, so he enjoys being on his suitcase 
until he falls off again. It takes him a long time to catch on to the fact that eventually he will fall 
off the suitcase. 
 
Oddly, their parents allow this game to happen. Billy does point out that they know that Billy 
and Vicky would never do anything to really hurt Danny. 
 
• In the published version of this essay (newly titled “Games”), the author makes it clear 
that his parents knew he and Vicky would never hurt Danny. Why do you think he added 
that to the published version of the essay? 
 
Readers may wonder about the parents. Sometimes, it does seem as if Billy and Vicky are mean 
kids—mean to their siblings. Of course, Billy loves his parents and doesn’t want to write any-
thing that would hurt them. Besides, it is true that Billy and Vicky would never do anything to 
really hurt Danny. 
 
• The published version of this essay did not include the part about Vicky’s broken leg and 
the new baby’s pyloric stenosis (“a blockage of the passage from the stomach into the intes-
tine”). Why do you suppose Billy took out those parts? 
 
Readers may wonder about the mother. Sometimes, it does seem as Mrs. Sleator is negligent. 
However, doctors are often this way. They take care of other people’s kids, but not of their own. 
Apparently, they are so used to parents who bring in their children to see the doctor about very 
minor things that they usually think that their own children are OK. No doubt, they are usually 
right. Billy and his siblings seem to have been very healthy. 
 
Of course, Billy loves his parents and doesn’t want to write anything that would hurt them. 
 
                                                
2 Source: Norah Smaridge, Famous Author-Illustrators for Young People, p. 70. 
3 Source: Marc Aronson, Art Attack: A Short Cultural History of the Avant-Garde, pp. 154, 158. 
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• How did the new baby get its name? 
 
This is the last baby Mr. and Mrs. Sleator will ever have (apparently, they believe in birth con-
trol), so it is their last chance to name a baby. Because of that, they come up with a lot of names, 
including the names of relatives they wish to commemorate. Because there are so many names, 
they can’t choose among them, so they don’t name the new baby anything.  
 
Mr. Sleator refers to the new baby as “that other kid” (7), while Vicky and Billy call him “New 
Baby,” which soon is shortened to “Newby” (7). Soon the baby is called Newby, and Newby he 
remains for the years he goes without a name. 
 
Eventually, after two years, the Sleators realize that they have to call the new baby something, so 
they call him everything. On his birth certificate is listed “Tycho Barney George Clement Newby 
Sleator” (7). 
 
The new baby is now called Tycho, although he pouts at first when he is called that, as he prefers 
to be called Newby. 
 
By the way, in the online version of the essay, we learn that the authorities force the Sleators to 
name the new kid: 
 

When Newby was about two, the authorities got fed up. Mom and Dad received an 
official notice that they had ten days to fill out “Baby Sleator’s” birth certificate. After 
that deadline, the authorities would fill it out themselves, giving him some random name, 
and Mom and Dad would have no choice in the matter at all. 

 
It is certainly interesting to read this, and I don’t know why Billy edited it out of the published 
version of the essay. 
 
• How did the new baby learn to be toilet trained? 
 
Newby, aka Tycho, refuses to be toilet trained. At age three and four, he is still wearing diapers. 
This is, apparently, an “act of independence” (8). 
 
Vicky and Billy had to change his diaper, and of course, they don’t like doing that, so they try to 
convince Tycho to use the toilet. Tycho replies, “When I’m five” (8). Sure enough, on his fifth 
birthday, he begins to use the toilet. 
 
• How is the game “What Would Be Worse?” played? (This game is described in the pub-
lished version of this essay.) 
 
Some games didn’t work out. For example, Vicky would ask the two youngest children: Who do 
you like better—me or Billy? And she would promise to give her dessert to whoever chose her 
and throw out the window whoever did not choose her. But since she (and Billy) never carried 
the threats and rewards, soon the game lost its appeal. 
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A new, better game was What Would Be Worse? Billy and Vicky would come up with good 
questions to ask their younger siblings. For example (10): 
 

What would be worse? … To be impaled on a bed of nails and take three days to die or to 
have all your arms and legs cut off and live? 
 
What would be worse? To spend the rest of your life in jail for a crime you didn’t commit 
or for everyone else in the world to die except for you? 

 
This game was fun because Danny and Tycho were so bothered by the questions. 
 
• Why do you suppose that the game “What Would Be Worse?” appeared in the published 
version of this essay and not in the online version of the story? Usually, Billy deletes things 
from the online version of the story rather than adding things. 
 
Billy wrote the online version of Oddballs first, and chances are that he then emailed copies to 
his siblings and parents for their feedback. My guess is that occasionally they remembered some-
thing that he had forgotten about. Apparently, Vicky remembered the game “What Would Be 
Worse?” and asked Billy to write about that game, too. 
 
This shows a kind of research that students can do for their own autobiographical essay. They 
can write the essay, then email it or show it to parents, siblings, or friends for feedback, includ-
ing their memories of events. 
 
• What games do Billy and Vicky play while babysitting? 
 
One game they play is to sing a song about two little boys whose parents go away and never 
come back home again. This makes Danny and Tycho cry; nevertheless, they request Billy and 
Vicky to sing the song again and again. 
 
Another game is to teach the two little boys “every obscene word” (12) they knew. The two 
boys, of course, repeat the obscene words to adults because they enjoy seeing their startled ex-
pressions. This game, however, goes a little too far because Danny sings an obscene song to 
Grandma. Therefore, Billy and Vicky make up an obscene word—“drang” (13)— and tell their 
younger brothers never to say that word. Of course, they do, but soon they go back to saying the 
real obscene words because “drang” does not provoke a satisfying horrified expression from 
adults. 
 
• Is it OK to teach little children “bad” words and songs? (By the way, you can look up the 
lyrics to “Canal Street” online. We will not discuss the lyrics in class—I don’t want to be 
arrested.) 
 
Bad language doesn’t bother Mr. and Mrs. Sleator at all. Still, I don’t think I would recommend 
teaching little kids bad words and songs. It can upset other parents and other adults. 
 
However, my sister taught her little daughter about her body parts: 
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Where is your head? 
 
Where are your arms? 
 
Where are your boobies? 

 
In Kathryn Forbes’ excellent collection of autobiographical essays titled Mama’s Bank Account 
is an essay titled “Mama’s Uncle Chris.” Uncle Chris can be ill tempered, but after he dies the 
family discovers that he is a very kind and empathetic man. In the essay, Uncle Chris discovers 
that Arnie, his grandnephew, has a lump on his knee, and so he takes Arnie to the hospital for an 
operation. After Arnie’s operation, Uncle Chris sings to him to keep his mind off his pain. Occa-
sionally, however, Arnie is in pain. Therefore, Uncle Chris teaches Arnie two swear words. Ap-
parently, Arnie is supposed to say one of the swear words when the pain is bad, and he is sup-
posed to say the other swear word when the pain is very bad. Saying the swear words at the ap-
propriate times helps, Arnie says. In the movie I Remember Mama, which is based on Ms. 
Forbes’ book, Arnie says a swear word, but the word is in Norwegian. I don’t speak Norwegian, 
so I don’t know what the word means, but a Norwegian nurse in the movie is shocked, although 
she doesn’t say anything. 
 
• What is your opinion of the ending of the online version of this essay? 
 
The online version of this essay ends with this: 
 

And so we began to learn that these wanton games with our little brothers could backfire 
against us. Now Danny, especially, knew that it could work both ways, that we were not 
the only ones with power. We had gone too far to change him into a docile, obedient 
creature who would not use what power he had. And the worst was yet to come—at a 
Florida hotel.  

 
It certainly makes the reader wonder what happened at the Florida hotel. 
 
• Why doesn’t the essay about the Florida hotel appear in the published version of Odd-
balls? 
 
It appears that Billy wrote a lot and then deleted much more material than he added. The Florida 
hotel essay does appear online here: 
 

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~sleator/oddballs/node12.html#SECTION000120000000000000000 
 
However, the Florida hotel essay does appear weaker than the other essays and therefore I be-
lieve that Billy was correct in his decision not to use it in the published version of Oddballs. For 
one thing, many of the essays in the online version of Oddballs refer to the Florida hotel. This 
builds up readers’ expectations very high, and the essay would really have to be good to meet 
those expectations. 
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By the way, another essay appears online but not in the published version of Oddballs. That es-
say, “The Magic Chalk,” appears here: 
 

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~sleator/oddballs/node10.html#SECTION000100000000000000000 
 
Often, professional writers are ruthless in their cutting of material, including good material. 
 
• Why do you suppose that Billy changed the name of the essay from “Danny and Tycho” 
(the online title) to “Games” (the title of the published essay)? 
 
Possibly, Billy realized that some of the games of the essay did not involve Danny and Tycho. 
Some games were played before Danny and Tycho were born, and some games were played be-
fore Tycho was born. Therefore, “Games” is a more accurate description of the topic of the es-
say. 
 

Creative Topics: 
 
• In a short reaction memo or journal entry, write about a game you played when you were 
young. Make it interesting. If relevant, use dialogue. 
 
• In an autobiographical essay, write creatively about games you played when you were 
young. Make it interesting. Use dialogue. 
 
 
Note: My discussion guide for William Sleator’s Oddballs can be downloaded free at these Web 
sites: 
 
http://www.lulu.com/content/paperback-book/william-sleators-oddballs-a-discussion-
guide/3171410 
 
http://www.lulu.com/content/3171410 
 
http://stores.lulu.com/bruceb 
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Appendix B: Some Books by David Bruce (1954- ) 
 

Author: Discussion Guides Series 

Dante’s Inferno: A Discussion Guide 

Dante’s Paradise: A Discussion Guide 

Dante’s Purgatory: A Discussion Guide 

Forrest Carter’s The Education of Little Tree: A Discussion Guide 

Homer’s Iliad: A Discussion Guide 

Homer’s Odyssey: A Discussion Guide 

Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice: A Discussion Guide 

Jerry Spinelli’s Maniac Magee: A Discussion Guide 

Jerry Spinelli’s Stargirl: A Discussion Guide 

Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest Proposal”: A Discussion Guide 

Lloyd Alexander’s The Book of Three: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Tom Sawyer: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s The Prince and the Pauper: A Discussion Guide 

Nancy Garden’s Annie on My Mind: A Discussion Guide 

Nicholas Sparks’ A Walk to Remember: A Discussion Guide  

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Discussion Guide 

Virgil’s “The Fall of Troy”: A Discussion Guide 

Voltaire’s Candide: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Discussion Guide 

William Sleator’s Oddballs: A Discussion Guide 

(Oddballs is an excellent source for teaching how to write autobiographical essays/personal nar-
ratives.) 
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Retellings of a Classic Work of Literature 

Dante’s Inferno: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Purgatory: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Paradise: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Divine Comedy: A Retelling in Prose  

From the Iliad to the Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose of Quintus of Smyrna’s Posthomerica 

Homer’s Iliad: A Retelling in Prose  

Homer’s Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose  

Jason and the Argonauts: A Retelling in Prose of Apollonius of Rhodes’ Argonautica 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 1: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s As You Like It: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Comedy of Errors: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Othello: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Tempest: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night: A Retelling in Prose  

Children’s Biography 

Nadia Comaneci: Perfect Ten 

Personal Finance 

How to Manage Your Money: A Guide for the Non-Rich 

Anecdote Collections 

250 Anecdotes About Opera 

250 Anecdotes About Religion 

250 Anecdotes About Religion: Volume 2 
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250 Music Anecdotes 

Be a Work of Art: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

The Coolest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in the Arts: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

Create, Then Take a Break: 250 Anecdotes 

Don’t Fear the Reaper: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Dance: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 4: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 5: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 6: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Neighborhoods: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Relationships: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Sports, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Television and Radio: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Theater: 250 Anecdotes 
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The Funniest People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes  

The Funniest People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes  

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 1: 250 Anecdotes 

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Maximum Cool: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Religion: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Reality is Fabulous: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Resist Psychic Death: 250 Anecdotes 

Seize the Day: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

 
 

 


